
Weather at El Medano first week of May?
Posted by Staffs - 2007/04/05 08:50
_____________________________________

Can anyone tell me what the weather would be like for the first week of May at El Medano beach in Tenerife?

I am going to the Moreno Twins windsurfing training camp and not sure whether to bring a shortie/full wet suite (3/2) or
just boardies and rash? Being a typical girl I feel the cold and don't want to ruin the experience by being constantly cold!

Thank you!

============================================================================

Re:Weather at El Medano first week of May?
Posted by Shawn - 2007/04/05 09:09
_____________________________________

I'm a bloke who's just a bit nesh - I'd definately go for the full suit! You'd freeze yer ass off in a shorty! Then again - I
went to Rhodes in September & froze my ass off there when people were sailing in shorts.... (although in my credit -
pegleg had a full suit).

El Med is great - you'll have a top time!

Post edited by: Shawn, at: 05/04/2007 09:10

============================================================================

Re:Weather at El Medano first week of May?
Posted by stu - 2007/04/05 09:12
_____________________________________

Check out the following links... Let me know what your going for because I'm going out in May as well!

http://www.otc-windsurf.com/wind.htm

http://www.dlight.net/html/windstat2002.htm

============================================================================

Re:Weather at El Medano first week of May?
Posted by fatboy - 2007/04/05 19:03
_____________________________________

Recently been out their - 1st week March and it was warm, but the water is cold!!! On ttwo days its was blowing a F8 and
a F9 and out of shelter it was cold even though the air temp was 22 ish.

Would suggest you take a summer suit, don't forget its not the Med its the Atlantic which doesn't warm up

:(

============================================================================

Re:Weather at El Medano first week of May?
Posted by kenmorton - 2007/04/06 02:00
_____________________________________

Middle of Feb - shorts and rash vest a bit too cold but summer suit fine all day.
Early November - boardies all day.

By May it depends how much time you think you are going to be in the water - if you only fall in now and again then
boardies will be plenty, if you are in the water on every turn then summer suit is more apropriate.

============================================================================
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Posted by kenmorton - 2007/04/06 02:04
_____________________________________

Fatboy - keen to hear what you thought of Medano, wish we had f8/9 when we were there, ah well maybe next time.

============================================================================

Re:Weather at El Medano first week of May?
Posted by fatboy - 2007/04/06 10:59
_____________________________________

kenmorton wrote:
Fatboy - keen to hear what you thought of Medano, wish we had f8/9 when we were there, ah well maybe next time.

Ken, we had a great time,3 days of F5 one of F6 one F8 and one F9. The F8 and F9 days ended up at Cabezo watching
the good guys in the afternoon. Sparky and Ben also took a few of us round the other side of the mountain to get some
flat water blasting, F6 on South Beach is a F7 over there due to the funneling effect. Though the place was excellent,
spoilt for choice and  some great advice from the guys. Only one drawback, the cost of hire, a bit on the expensive side
and with no insurance on the kit makes you a bit scared of trying new things as you have to pay for damage. We got a
great apartment on the town square so handy for everything. Very quiet but it was March,quiet a few places still not open
but that was great when your out on the water, just had to watch out fro the German Kiters in full winter gear:woohoo:
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